Interesting!
Second, spelling error in 3rd paragraph; instead of "IT" it should read "IF.

Third, have the people you have chosen to share their email addresses with me know why it is that you and your sister are on the "$ hit list" [sic] only available on www.just3ants.com just like the ingenious Israeli Military Report which you know perfectly well explains what a hypocrite you are and hence your "deafening silences" but at the same time you know better than to remove "al-to-get-her" [sic] emails coming in from me since you still hope to gain a competitive edge over your fellow former US Marine Captains that has you now of course thinking how much longer can you continue to get away with your farce knowing that with each tick of the clock I get that much closer to reaching US Marines still wearing bravely their uniforms in the hot spots around the world you play a pivotal role in maintaining.


Shame on you. Shame on your sister. Shame on your former Commanding Officers.

Fall of 1989 – Me wearing long black thick leather jacket handing King Black Hatter Rebe Schneerson - leader of the world’s De Beers’ ultra orthodox Jewish money launderers, but mostly intelligence gatherers who co-opt-corrupt non-religious Jewish people - a single worthless-fictitious and so very bloodstained De Beers-US Dollar.
Spring of 1989 – Me wearing the same leather jacket standing in Tiananmen Square, large poster of Mao to the right of my head in the background.

But I am not telling you something you don’t already know.

It also helps to remind you of the implications of my exponentially increasing footprint on the internet that I think you should agree will help our t-shirt sales?

You know that I was working for the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel when they began on January 21st, 1980 to crash the gold market, allowing The Diamond Invention a “second wind”.

Prior to joining the DAAC at Codiam Inc., their principal money laundering and intelligence gathering operation on 47th-Wall Street, New York City I was living and working in Chicago, commonly known as The Windy City.

Breathe the last of your oil genocidal wars, brother!

Ps – 5 very healthy looking teenager women, probably no more than 18 years of age on their regular fast run just passing by our gallery-studio cliff house, the time 3:36 PM PST, and right behind a low flying US Marine helicopter with its bayside door wide open, the gun in front clearly visible. I did not wave; my sore left baby finger still bothering me.

[Word count 427]

-----Original Message-----
From: brian steidle [mailto:brian.steidle@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, May 19, 2008 2:44 PM
To: gary@just3ants.com
Subject: Thanks for your email. Re: YAMIKA - one more time-

I have recently returned from working on HOPE projects in Africa. If you would like to find out more about the projects and the current things I’m working on please go to www.hopeartists.org.
I will try to respond to your email in a reasonable time. Please be patient. I will help you by providing answers to some commonly asked questions. Thanks.

It this is a request to screen the documentary film The Devil Came on Horseback, please go to www.thedevilcameonhorseback.com/action.

If this is a request for photos, you can send requests to Warren Winter at Polaris Images; his email is wwinter@polarisimages.com.

If this is a book related request, please forward your request to Tessa Shanks at Public Affairs; her address is Tessa.shanks@publicaffairsbooks.com.

If this is a speaking request, I'm currently not conducting any speaking engagements at this time, as we at HOPE will be involved in many projects throughout this year that need my full attention.

The paperback of The Devil Came on Horseback: Bearing Witness to the Genocide in Darfur, by Brian Steidle and Gretchen Steidle Wallace, is now out. Please pick up a copy and learn more!!!

HOPE is currently involved with clubs at Universities and High Schools in order to empower youth and creative to be involved in social issues and enable them to make a difference to the people on the ground. If you are interested please contact Jeremy Corbell, our VP of Special Projects at jeremy.corbell@hopeartists.org.

Thanks.

--
Brian Steidle
COO HOPE
www.hopeartists.org